Abstract-Recent studies report that Internet users are growingly looking for health information through the Wikipedia Medicine Portal, a collaboratively edited multitude of articles with contents often comparable with professionally edited material. Automatic quality assessment of the Wikipedia medical articles has not received much attention by Academia and it presents open distinctive challenges. In this paper, we propose to tag the medical articles on the Wikipedia Medicine Portal, clearly stating their maturity degree, intended as a summarizing measure of several article properties. For this purpose, we adopt the Analytic Hierarchy Process, a well known methodology for decision making, and we evaluate the maturity degree of more than 24000 Wikipedia medical articles. The obtained results show how the qualitative analysis of medical content not always overlap with a quantitative analysis (an example of which is shown in the paper), since important properties of an article can hardly be synthesized by quantitative features. This seems particularly true when the analysis considers the concept of maturity, defined and verified in this work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Internet is one of the simplest and most immediate means to retrieve a plethora of information. However, not all of them are equally accurate and/or reliable. This lack of accuracy and reliability is a big concern, in particular if one deals with dissemination of data related to, e.g., instruction, law, culture, medicine, and so on. In particular, many e-health websites are growingly capturing the interests of citizens [1] , to such an extent that their use has been proposed to promote global public health [2] , even if trust towards such websites is still an open challenge [3] . Projects exist (like Health on Net, HoN 1 ) that manually assess medical contents in order to certify the satisfaction of some quality principles, like the authority in the field, the impartiality, and the existence of further referring documentation. The Wikipedia Medicine Portal is one of the leading sources of medical information, targeting patients and health care professionals [4] , [5] . The portal has a large number of documents and a well structured quality rating scheme, handled by the WikiProject Medicine 2 . WikiProject Medicine represents a community of people "interested in medical and health content on Wikipedia", with the aim of "giving the general public and health care professionals a text they can all read, appreciate, and respect, free of charge". In pursuing their goal, they manually assess the quality level of the published articles, to aid the recognition of excellent contributions and identify topics that instead need further work. They adopt a well structured scheme that assigns to each article a quality degree and an importance level, placing them in a fixed place inside the structure of the article (the banner). The quality classes are ordered as follows stub, start, class C, class B, Good article, Featured article (class A is not used). The Featured and Good article grades are the highest possible assessments, and they require a community consensus and an official review, while all the others can be achieved with a simple review. The importance level represents the degree of relevance of the article as a medical article. As an example, an article about Alexander Fleming (who discovered the antibiotic substance penicillin) has a lower importance level than an article about penicillin itself. A case study reports that the power of collaborative editing about medical articles produces content comparable, in accuracy and depth -a bit less in readability, with professionally edited material [6] . WikiProject provides details about the characteristics that an article should exhibit to achieve a given quality level. However, such characteristics are mainly qualitative and they heavily rely on the expertise of the editors.
In this paper, we propose an alternative way to tag the medical articles on the Wikipedia Medicine Portal. We intend to attach to each article a piece of information clearly stating, in a quantitative way, its maturity degree, intended as a measure of content level, stability, and structural properties, highlighting its relevance to all the quality classes proposed by WikiProject. We believe that the use of this metric could improve the consciousness of the users about the type of information they are accessing, going side-by-side with an improved quality offered by the portal. In few words, the maturity degree will summarize in a numerical value the work behind each medical article. We proceed as follows: i) we collect and analyze articles from the Wikipedia Medicine Portal in order to understand if and how the WikiProject guidelines for quality stage assessment are applied; ii) we survey and evaluate several criteria proposed by the academic literature for quality assessment of Wikipedia articles, and then iii) we define a metric to assess the maturity degree of a Wikipedia medical article and we compare the new metric with the quality level proposed by WikiProject. The evaluation of the maturity degree is calculated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [7] , a well-known methodology for multi-criteria decision making. The choice of AHP was driven because this methodology is highly informative and it is able to output a degree of relevance for each of the possible alternatives to evaluate to take a decision, as discussed in Section III-A. As final step, we discuss our results to draw some critical points about the automatic assessment of Wikipedia pages.
The paper is organized as follows: next section discusses related work in the area of automatic quality assessment of electronic documents. Section III recalls the AHP approach and presents our instantiation for the evaluation of the maturity degree of medical articles. In Section IV, we discuss our results and in Section V we draw some conclusions and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
WikiProject provides a set of criteria helpful to recognize the quality of an article. Such criteria are usually expressed as qualitative properties and not directly quantifiable, like comprehensiveness and neutrality. Existing work have focused on the automatic assessment of Wikipedia articles, proposing approaches that would quantify the WikiProject criteria. In [8] , the authors map the qualititative criteria proposed into quantitative ones. In particular, findings are that two criteria, "edit times" (the number of times an article has been edited) and the readability, are critical to assess featured articles (FA). Results are that the two criteria work well in distinguishing FA from the other classes, with a precision equal 91%. FA recognition is also the goal of Blumenstock in [9] , which proposes 100 criteria divided into four macrocriteria. The author concludes that, using the only "word count" criterion, it is possible to distinguish more than 97% of FA, testing a variety of classification schemes. Similar results are reported in [10] . These works consider a random set of Wikipedia articles: when considering the Medicine Portal, the only evaluation of criteria taking into account the structure of an article is far from be effective, as shown in Section III-B. Linguistic criteria are discussed in [11] , where 8 linguistic metrics are used and analyzed using a decision tree, reaching the 83% of precision to distinguish FA from random non-FA articles. In [12] , the authors introduce historical criteria, like "number of editors" (anonymous or registered users that write a revision) and "edit times", considering that high-quality articles are edited more often and by distinct authors than usual. They observe that such criteria seem to be very useful to distinguish FA articles from the others. All the above cited work share the commonality to address only FA, while they do not try to assess the articles through all the classes proposed by WikiProject. Conversely, the authors of [13] consider 28 criteria, grouped as lingual, structural, historical, and reputational. They use seven different neural networks with the aim of distinguishing which, among those criteria, are more useful to assign an article to the various classes. Overall, each criterion is differently weighted according to the considered class. For example, linguistic criteria are more important than others to recognize articles in the lower classes (namely, Stub articles generally have less words and sentences), while richness of content and articulated structure are important to distinguish articles of higher classes. Instead [14] proposes a criteria-based classifier that assigned an article to one of the possible WikiProject classes. In their work, they also make use of the Wikipedia template messages 3 , as new features to assess the quality of the articles.
Differently to [13] , [14] , in this work we propose a methodology to evaluate the relevance of an article to all the WikiProject classes. Our scenario is more specific than the ones illustrated in all the above cited work. Indeed, we analyze all the articles of the Wikipedia Medicine Portal and, for each of them, we output a vector that (quantitatively) measures the relevance of the article with respect to all the classes. The vector represents what we call the maturity degree of the article and it can be considered as a measure of the collaborative effort lavished to produce the article. In this section, we show how to apply the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to assess the maturity degree of an article, with particular reference to the medical articles on the Wikipedia Medicine Portal. We adopted AHP for its ability to automatically solve decision problems, where several different alternatives can be chosen to reach a goal.
A. The Analytic Hierarchy Process
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [7] is a multicriteria decision making technique, which has been largely used in several fields of study. Given a decision problem, where several different alternatives can be chosen to reach a goal, AHP sorts the alternatives from the most relevant to the less relevant, with respect to a set of criteria and subcriteria. Practically, the AHP approach is to subdivide a complex problem into a set of sub-problems, criteria and subcriteria, and then to compute the global solution by properly merging the various local solutions for each sub-problem.
The problem is structured as a hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 1 . Once the hierarchy is built, the method performs pairwise comparisons, from the bottom to the top, in order to compute the relevance, hereafter called local priority: i) of each alternatives with respect to each subcriteria, ii) of each subcriterion with respect to the relative criterion, and finally, iii) of each criterion with respect to the goal. Comparisons are expressed in a matricial form, called pairwise comparison matrix. A pairwise comparisons matrix M is a square matrix which has positive entries and satisfies the reciprocal property, i.e., a ii = 1 and a ij = 1 aji . For each level of the hierarchy, the entries of a pairwise comparison matrix represent how much one element at that level is more relevant with respect to another element at the same level. Relevancy is estimated with respect to elements at the upper level, and according to a predefined comparison scale typical of AHP (see Table I ). The scale indicates how many times an element is more relevant than another one, with respect to the element at the upper level. The relevance can be established according either to subjective or objective statements. The normalized eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue [15] of each matrix gives a vector of local priorities. We omit the technical details about how to evaluate the local priorities, since they are not essential to understand the rest of the paper. However, the interested reader can refer to the abundant AHP literature, like, e.g., [7] , [15] . The choice of AHP in this work was driven by the fact that it is modular, i.e., able to be expanded and tuned with new criteria, hierarchical, i.e., able to group together different levels of criteria and assign different weights to each of them, and it is sound, since it produces consistent results. A possible shortcoming concerns the adoption of a finite number of criteria (no more than 9) and the limited comparison scale AHP can manage (usually from 1 to 9). However, such constraints have a reduced impact on its applicability, since the human mind is unable to handle too many criteria [16] .
While other kind of assessments could have been chosen, using mechanisms like simple regression or multi-label classification, we stress here that our study is not really a supervised learning problem, but a maturity assessment that considers qualitative aspects, trying to find a way to quantify them. The peculiar versatility of AHP in making decisions reflecting the subjective input provided during its instantiation makes such mechanism the more suited to conduct our analysis. In fact, our aim is not to correctly match the WikiProject quality assessment, but, indeed, to provide a measure of the maturity of the medical articles, evaluating how each of them is relevant to each of the WikiProject classes. The vector constituting the AHP output synthesizes the article relevance. Moreover, the results that we have obtained and discussed in Section IV-B should not be aligned with the metrics inherited from machine learning (e.g., textitprecision/recall) or considered as globally "wrong" or globally "correct", since they just express the evaluation of AHP about the maturity of the articles.
B. AHP to assess the maturity of a medical article
The dataset we consider consists of the whole Wikipedia Medicine Portal, made of 24,418 medical articles to the date of our study. The dataset is distinctive for more than one reason. For example, it is composed by medical articles that are intrinsically complex and based on a very technical dictionary. This means that standard approaches measuring the comprehension difficulty of contemporary English (like, e.g., the Flesch reading ease [17] ), could produce flat results when applied to the technical dictionary of the Medicine Portal articles, compared to a random subset of the whole Wikipedia articles. Similarly, distinguishing the quality class of a Wikipedia medical article considering only simple sub criteria as "word count", as proposed in [9] , [10] , could be limitative: as shown in Fig. 2 , where the article classes are distributed with respect to the word count subcriterion, there is a strong overlapping between many classes. Further, the dataset is very heterogeneous, being composed both by comprehensive articles (like "Tuberculosis") and very short ones with an easy structure (an example is "5-lodowillardiine"). Finally, the Featured and Good Article classes are composed by a very small fraction of the Medicine Portal, mainly because the The vector quantifies the relevance of a given article to each of those classes, introduced in Section I. We say that the maturity degree vector is consistent when it has exactly one absolute max value (namely no humps or fluctuations): the property of consistency of the vector ensures that the relevance is max either for only one class or for neighbouring classes. Fig. 1 shows the AHP instantiation to assess the maturity degree. We consider an AHP hierarchy where the goal is to produce a maturity degree vector for a given article. We consider four criteria: lingual, structural, historical and reputational. Each criterion has a different number of subcriteria (to save space, only some of them are shown in the figure), mainly considered in the past by Academia, e.g., [8] , [13] . Subcriteria belonging to the lingual criterion are related to the textual content of an article from a syntactical point of view. Subcriteria are: (1) Flesch reading ease and (2) FleschKincaid grade level (they both measure the comprehension difficulty of English texts); (3) word count and (4) sentence count; (5) multi-syllable words / words ratio; (6) spell error / words ratio. Structural criterion is drawn according to the composition of an article and other elements of its structure. As structural subcriteria, we consider: (1) number of categories 4 ; (2) internal and (3) external links; (4) non-textual resources (like sounds, images, and alike); (5) further readings (i.e., the number of additional references); (6) symbols in title; (7) number of section headings; (8) number of citations 5 . The historical criterion considers the revision process that yields the current status of the article. The following subcriteria belong to historical criterion: (1) number of edits; (2) number of editors; (3) number of devoted editors (namely, those that edited the article more than once); (4) number of anonymous editors; (5) minor edit ratio (i.e., the fraction of edits marked as minor by the editor); (6) article age (namely, the period of time between the first and the last edit of the article); edit frequency (namely, the number of edits over the article age). Finally, the reputational criterion takes into account the authorship information of an article: its subcriteria are (1) average active age of editors; (2) average upload amount of editors; (3) average edit times of editors; (4) average talk times of editors. In particular, to collect the reputational subcriteria, we crawled the article metadata, all the discussions ("talks") occurred among the editors, and many statistics related to the editors of a specific article. For example, the average talk times of editors is related to the number of times that the contributors of an article have taken part to a discussion about any modification. Given the values a Wikipedia medical article exhibits for the considered set of subcriteria, we will assign to the article a maturity degree vector, expressing its relevance to each class.
C. Comparison matrices for maturity assessment
The relative relevance of two classes (i.e., two alternatives) with respect to a subcriterion in the upper level of the hierarchy depends on the value that such subcriterion assumes for a given article. We need to use several different comparison matrices, depending on the values an article exhibits for a given subcriterion. In the following, we describe two ways for defining the comparison matrices for each subcriterion, in order to automatically assess the maturity of each article. In Section IV-B, we apply AHP using the matrices obtained with both the approaches and we compare the result of each AHP instantiation.
1) Empirical approach:
We divide the possible values that an article can exhibit, for a given subcriterion, in three intervals, namely low, intermediate, high. Then, we define three matrices expressing the relevance of the six WikiProject classes (Featured, Good, etc.), with respect to each subcriterion, as shown in Fig. 3 . Finally, for each subcriterion, we link one of the three intervals to one of the three matrices. For example, let the reader consider the matrix that compares all the alternatives w.r.t. the subcriterion word count (belonging to the lingual criterion). If the article under investigation has a low number of words, we pick up the low comparison matrix, that assigns more relevance to the less mature classes (say Stub and Start). In this case, class Stub has been be considered 7 times more relevant than class Featured, for that article. Similarly, when the number of words is several thousands, then, the relevance could be symmetrically considered, namely the Featured article class could be 7 times more relevant than the Stub class. In this case, we adopt the high comparison matrix. The values for the scale of relevance have been defined according to Table I . As another example, the Flesch reading ease subcriterion says that the more a text is complex, the more the article has a lower value for that subcriterion. If the article has a low value for Flesch reading ease, we use the matrix high, defined to assign more relevance to Featured and Good classes, rather than to Stub and Start classes. Finally, we choose the intermediate matrix whenever an article assumes, for the given subcriterion, a value that falls in the intermediate values interval. Clearly, a crucial point of the whole procedure is the definition of the intervals for each subcriterion, namely, the definition of those values for which we should switch from low to intermediate and from intermediate to high. We empirically set the intervals for each subcriterion, reported on the website of our project, http://mobicare.iit.cnr.it/wikiassessment/, due to page constraints. The choice has been intuitive but subjective and it was made without considering the values actually exhibited by the articles in the dataset of the Wikipedia Medicine Portal.
2) Statistical approach:
Starting from the articles dataset, we build a sample set formed by an equal number of articles belonging to each of the six WikiProject classes (Featured, Good, etc.). For each subcriterion, we sort the values exhibited by our sample set and split such values in intervals with the same number of elements: the values related to the borderline elements are used to define the extremes of the intervals. We decide to use six intervals. In principle, each interval should correspond to each WikiProject class. What happens in practice is that articles of different Wikipedia classes fall into different intervals, for each subcriterion, as clarified in Section IV. Since we a priori know the class each article in our intervals belongs to, we leverage the distribution of the classes in the different intervals to define their relative relevance with respect to each subcriterion. This leads us to build more than 150 comparison matrices, reported online 6 for the sake of brevity.
Till now, we have defined the comparison matrices comparing the alternatives in our problem (i.e., the six Wikipedia classes) with respect to each subcriterion of the hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 . Going to the upper levels of the same hierarchy, we need to define comparison matrices both comparing subcriteria with respect to each criterion, and criteria with respect to the final goal (the top element in the hierarchy). To define those matrices, we followed the guidelines proposed by WikiProject and also the main observations suggested by Academia, see, e.g., [13] , [8] , [11] , [9] on the importance of each subcriterion. All the obtained matrices are reported in Fig. 4 . A noteworthy observation is about the comparison matrix that compares criteria with respect to the goal: we suppose that only the reputational criterion is less relevant when compared to the others, since the WikiProject guidelines does not mention any reputational factor about the article editors.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we describe how we have implemented the AHP algorithm above described to realize our assessment of the Wikipedia Medicine Portal. Then, we report and discuss the obtained results.
A. Assessment implementation
First, we crawled the whole set of articles, leading to the dataset described in Section III-B. Then, we designed 
(e) Criteria matrix (CI=0.0000) Fig. 4 . Comparison matrices for criteria and subcriteria a database to manage all the subcriteria described in the same section. We populated the database evaluating all the subcriteria for each single article. In particular, this phase required a lexical analysis, a structural evaluation, and a review of the history of each page. Moreover, we analyzed the history of each editor that had contributed to at least one article in our dataset (this serves to evaluate the reputational subcriteria). The final size of our database amounts to 2GB.
Then, for each article in the dataset, we have run AHP. As described in Section III-C, we propose both an empirical and a statistical approach. To apply AHP to a single article, we have queried the database to obtain the values of that article for all the subcriteria and we have picked up all the matrices related to those values, according to one of the two approaches. The matrices at the upper levels of the hierarchy are pre-defined and shown in Fig. 4 . We have evaluated the eigenvector for each matrix and we have used the AHP standart technique [7] to obtain the final vector of priorities. The final vector of priorities represents the maturity degree of the article, namely, a vector with six components, each representing the relevance of the article to the corresponding WikiProject class.
For each vector, we have verified its consistency, as defined in Section III-B, to check if our assessment produces conflicting results. A conflicting result happens when, for example, an article results to be mature to be a Start as well as a Featured article (indeed, they are not neighbouring classes). Finally, we have compared the obtained maturity degrees with the class associated to that article by the WikiProject Medicine. The comparison is useful to check how our quantitative results agree with the quality class qualitatively evaluated by WikiProject. Both the approaches exhibit a good level of consistence, thanks to the fact that we have applied AHP with matrices reflecting the progressive growth of an article from the Stub class to the highest one. However, the statistical approach is able to produce more consistent maturity degrees, since it makes use of finer ranges and many more matrices than the empirical approach. For this reason, hereafter we will focus on the results of the statistical approach. Fig. 5 shows a summary of the results of our assessment. For each WikiProject class, we randomly sampled 50 articles belonging to that class and draw their resulting maturity degree as a line following the relevance of each class. Overall, it can be noticed that all the plots have a noticeable shape with only one maximum, testifying the satisfaction of the consistency property, at least as a general trend. For example, all the articles of the Stub class have their max on the Stub or on the Start class and none of them has two max separated by a lower relevance. A similar observation holds for articles of the other classes. In general, our maturity assessment is in line with the WikiProject quality assessment, i.e., the maturity degrees resulting from applying AHP reflect, overall, the class assigned to an article by the project. This is more evident for the utmost classes (Stub and FA), while the articles tagged by the project as "intermediate classes articles" expose a flatter trend (see sub-figures 5(c) and 5(d) in Fig. 5 ). However, in all the plots, some articles have received a maturity degree significantly different from the WikiProject class they belong to. For example, in Fig. 5(f) that shows the results for Featured Articles, we can notice a couple of articles that have their maximum relevance on the corresponding C quality class. From the analysis of our dataset, we noticed that those articles, which have a maturity degree max on higher classes than the one associated by WikiProject, exhibit quantitative criteria typical of high quality class articles (i.e., long texts, articulated structure, and many references). However, the manual assessment by WikiProject considers also other qualitative guidelines, as the neutrality and the comprehensiveness that are hard to compute in a quantitative way. On the contrary, some articles have a maturity degree max on lower classes than the one associated by WikiProject (e.g., "Thyrotoxic periodic paralysis" has a maturity degree max on Class C but it is actually a FA, with outstanding style and full coverage of the treated topics). They have been assigned by the project to the top classes, even if their structure is relatively simple and expose several low values on the quantitative criteria, when compared to other Good or Featured articles. From the above observations, we can say that our maturity degree is a different metric than the quality level attached to each article by the WikiProject quality assessment. Thus, we can conclude that those quantitative indicators (like linguistic, structural, historical, and reputational features) are not eventually decisive for the quality assessment for Wikipedia Medicine Portal. However, the same features play an important role when using automatic techniques for article evaluation (like the approach shown in this paper), since they are easy to extract from the Web and easy to compute. This paves the way for further investigation, going towards either finding affordable methods to render the pretty qualitative guidelines into quantitative criteria, or to achieve a new assessment that makes use of only quantitative measures (like in our approach).
B. Results

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we defined the maturity degree of Wikipedia medical articles. We then exploited the AHP methodology to assess such degree over the whole dataset of the Wikipedia Medicine Portal, based on several criteria inherited both from literature and from the WikiProject community. To the best of our knowledge, our attempt to give relevance degrees to an article, for each of the WikiProject classes, is original. In some cases, we found a discrepancy between the quality class attached to them by WikiProject and their maturity degree computed with AHP. This leads us to conclude that the manual assessment took into account other uncountable guidelines, that, in some cases, had a strong impact on the final evaluation of the article. We think that our results, other than being interesting on their own, also call for further investigations, mainly towards the full automation of the current manual article assessment. This could lead to less ambiguity in the evaluation results (mainly due to intrinsic human bias), resulting in a strengthened medicine portal.
